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Salt-affected soils have serious implications for agricultural land quality and productivity, leading to a reduction in the net cultivable area available for food production. This issue has emerged as one of the foremost global challenges in recent years, impacting both food security and environmental sustainability. This research focuses on soil characterizations conducted in three irrigation schemes to understand the types, distribution, and nature of salt-affected soils. Auger observations served as the basic methodology for soil unit delineation in this study. Twelve representative soil pits with a depth of more than 160 cm were described, and undisturbed and disturbed samples were collected and analyzed for physical and chemical properties. The schemes were characterized by low levels of available phosphorus, organic carbon, and total nitrogen, as well as variations in exchangeable bases. Furthermore, 37.5% of the analyzed horizons highlighted the presence of salt-affected soils. Sodium was the predominant cation, followed by magnesium, potassium, and calcium. Likewise, HCO₃⁻ was the dominant anion, followed by Cl⁻ and SO₄²⁻. The results of this study reveal the existence of two types of salt-affected soil. Uturo irrigation scheme had sodic soils, while the Ndungu irrigation scheme had saline-sodic soils. Additionally, both sodic and saline-sodic soils have been discovered in the Mawala irrigation scheme. The root cause of this challenge is inherent soil conditions, exacerbated by inadequate drainage infrastructure. Therefore, measures such as the application of gypsum followed by salt leaching,
improving soil drainage by incorporating organic matter, improving drainage infrastructure, and using rice-tolerant varieties are recommended to mitigate salt stress and improve soil fertility. It is imperative to establish a robust framework for continuous monitoring and regular assessment of soil health to enable timely interventions and informed decisions for sustainable agricultural management.
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1 Introduction

Soil is an inevitable resource for human survival and plays a crucial role in providing food and fodder (1, 2). Its importance lies not only in its ability to sustain plant growth but also in the numerous ecosystem services it provides, such as water filtration, nutrient cycling, and carbon sequestration (3–6). However, soils face numerous challenges affecting their key ecosystem functions (7), including salinization (8, 9), erosion (10, 11), and pollution (12, 13). Consequently, inadequate food and fodder production has become a pressing global problem (2, 6). Soil health is the foundation of productive and sustainable agriculture (5) and is defined as the continued ability of soil to function as a vital ecosystem that supports plants, animals, and humans (14). Soil health evaluation provides an understanding of the current and site-specific status of the soil and its fate for future use (15, 16) and guides management interventions (17, 18).

Understanding soil information is crucial for rational agricultural land use options, especially in problematic soils (19). Problematic soils directly affect crop sustainable production and productivity (1). Prior knowledge about the soil properties at a specific location enables informed decisions about appropriate management practices for optimal and sustainable crop production (5). In addition, such knowledge promotes sustainable soil management and resource use (20). Salt-affected soils include a group of soils characterized by a high concentration of soluble salts, including sodium (Na⁺), potassium (K⁺), chloride (Cl⁻), and sulphate (SO₄²⁻), and/or a high excess of sodium ions (Na⁺) among the exchangeable cations in the soil solution (21). It is important to note that some of these ions, such as potassium (K⁺) and sulphate (SO₄²⁻), also serve as essential plant nutrients. Among problematic soils, salt-affected soils pose a global challenge to agricultural lands (7) and exacerbate food insecurity issues (2). Soil salinization, as a form of soil degradation, negatively impacts crop yields by interfering with plant uptake of nutrients and water as well as destroying soil structure (22–24).

Salt-affected soils represent a major and widespread barrier to global food security and environmental sustainability, covering a total area of about 1 billion hectares (25). It has been estimated to account for about 20% of the total cultivated, and 33% of the irrigated agricultural lands worldwide (26). This deteriorating condition is expected to worsen under the influence of climate change (27). With the world population projected to reach 11.2 billion by 2100 (28), finding a way to produce sufficient food is essential. Rapid global population growth is putting unprecedented pressure on land to meet food needs (1, 2). Consequently, addressing the challenges facing food production, including soil salinization has become a major focus in recent decades (29, 30). In Tanzania, the alarming condition of salt-affected soils has been reported by several researchers (31–33). Kashenge-Killenga et al. (31) found that 7–15% of rice irrigation schemes were affected by salts, and about 2–10% of rice fields were abandoned.

The presence of excessive salt ions, particularly sodium (Na⁺) and chloride ions (Cl⁻) in the soil, can significantly affect the availability and uptake of water and essential nutrients by plants (34, 35). Not only that, high tissue concentration of Na⁺ and/or Cl⁻ is also toxic to crops (36). In addition, excessive sodium (Na⁺) in soils can adversely affect soil structure, leading to reduced infiltration, inadequate aeration (i.e., increased swelling and dispersal of clay particles), and the development of flooded areas under anoxic conditions (37–39). Moreover, lack of oxygen in waterlogged soils can severely impact root respiration and beneficial soil microorganisms, affecting plant health and nutrient cycling (40). This leads to overall deterioration of soil health and adverse effects on plant growth and agricultural productivity (41–44).

Salt-affected soils can develop naturally through diverse mechanisms including weathering of salty parent materials, upwelling of groundwater from salt rocks, deposition of windblown salt particles, and flooding inundation (45, 46). In addition to natural factors, certain agricultural practices, including the use of salt water for irrigation, increasing groundwater levels due to waterlogging caused by over-irrigation, a lack of drainage channels, and excessive use of agrochemicals, especially in lowland and irrigated areas, are the main causes of secondary soil salinization (8, 33, 47). Under such circumstances, the dissolved salts may be mobilized into the soil layers, which could lead to soil surface salt accumulation (47).
Given the scarcity of agriculturally productive land and the demand for food to feed the growing world population (48), it is important to address issues leading to more land degradation such as soil salinization, especially in productive areas such as those having irrigation infrastructures (49–51). Characterization of salt types in salt-affected areas provides valuable insights into the most appropriate and cost-effective restoration strategies (49). Implementing targeted and informed approaches to the reclamation and rehabilitation of these areas can play a significant role in promoting sustainable agriculture, improving food security, and preserving our valuable land resources for future generations (8).

The aim of this study was to understand the types of salts present in the studied irrigation schemes that affect soil quality. We hypothesized that the presence of distinct salt types is influenced by irrigation practices and soil properties. This hypothesis served as a premise for our research, as understanding the predominant salt types enables the development of reliable action plans for sustainable land management of the soil, as well as the development of data-driven policies and land resource management strategies.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Study description

The study focused on three representative irrigation schemes including Mawala (2000 ha), Ndung (600 ha) and Uturo (1500 ha) located within diverse agro-ecological zones (Figure 1). Mawala irrigation scheme is situated within (E1) code on the agroecological zone map of Tanzania (52), corresponding to Eastern Plateaux and Mountain Blocks. The landscape is characterized by plain to flat surfaces. The dominant soils are moderately to well drained, moderately deep to deep, dark brown to yellowish sandy clay loam, and sandy clay with weak to moderate structure. While Ndugu irrigation scheme falls within E2, located at the foot slope of the South Pare Mountains under Eastern Plateaux and Mountain Blocks (52). The area is characterized by alluvial/colluvial plain. The dominant soils are well drained, deep, black to brown, sandy clay, and sandy clay loam with moderate to strong structure. Additionally, the Uturo irrigation scheme is under (Rukwa – Ruaha Rift Zone – Alluvial Flats) abbreviated R2, in agroecological zone map of Tanzania (52). The landscape of the site is...
scheme is floodplains with a very gentle slope. The soils of the scheme are poorly to moderately drained due to their high clay content; they are very deep, grey to brown, mottled in some of the underlying horizons, and have a weak to moderate structure.

The geographical locations and climatic characteristics of the studied irrigation schemes are presented as (Supplementary Table S1). In this study, Irrigation (IR1), Irrigation (IR2), and Irrigation (IR3) represent Mawala, Ndungu, and Uturo irrigation schemes respectively. These irrigation schemes were selected to capture the broad array of environmental and agricultural conditions present in different regions.

2.2 Soil morphological characterization: description and sampling

A stratified sampling approach was used to establish preliminary mapping units, taking into account the geology, land use, and topography of the study areas to ensure representativeness. A total of 40 auger observation holes were drilled to a depth of 100 cm, and soil properties were described following the Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO) Guidelines for Soil Description (2006). Auger observations served as the basis for confirming soil boundaries and selecting representative pedon sites for each irrigation scheme. In each mapping unit, a profile pit was opened to a depth of 2 meters, resulting in a total of 12 profiles in three irrigation schemes. The distribution of soil profiles within the study area was not based on the land size of each irrigation scheme but rather on the variation of the soil. This approach was chosen to capture the necessary information in different areas of the study. Consequently, the soil profiles were not evenly distributed across the irrigation schemes in terms of their spatial arrangement. A composite soil sample was collected from each individual horizon for laboratory analysis to determine soil physical and chemical properties for soil classification, determining salinity status, and recommending appropriate management options. The natural breaks in soil horizon depths were harmonized into equal depth increments (i.e., 0-20 cm, 20-40 cm, 40-60 cm, etc.) depending on the depth of the profiles to provide a clear graphical representation of soil properties.

2.3 Laboratory methods

The collected composite samples were air-dried for two weeks and grinding was done to obtain a fine fraction after sieving through a 2 mm sieve. Undisturbed core samples were oven dry at 105°C for 24 h. Particle size analysis was done by hydrometer method (53). Bulk density of the soil was determined using core method (54). Electrical conductivity (EC1:2.5) was determined with 1:2.5 soil-water and electrical conductivity of a saturated soil paste (ECe) was determined using electrical conductivity meter as described by (55). The paste extract was prepared using the FAO standard operating procedure for saturated soil paste extract. Soil pH was determined using pH meter using the method by Mclean (56). Soil OC was determined by the Walkley and Black wet oxidation method (57). Total nitrogen was analyzed using the Kjeldahl method described by (58). Available phosphorus was analyzed using (59, 60). Cation exchange capacity of soil (CEC) and exchangeable bases were determined by saturating soil with neutral 1M NH4OAc (ammonium acetate) and the adsorbed NH4+ was displaced by using 1M KCl and then determined by Kjeldahl distillation method for estimation of CEC of soil (61). Extractable micronutrients (Fe, Zn, Cu and Mn) were extracted by diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) and determined using atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS) (62).

Carbonate (CO32−) and bicarbonate (HCO3−) were determined by titration with acid using the method described in (63). Chloride (Cl−) was determined by titration with the silver nitrate method described in (63). Sulfate (SO42−) contents were determined by a turbidimetric procedure using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (64). The sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) were calculated by the procedure outlined by developed by (65) using Equations 1, 2 respectively

\[
SAR = \frac{Na}{\sqrt{(Ca+Mg)/2}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
ESP = \left( \frac{Na}{Na + Ca + Mg + K} \right) \times 100 \quad (2)
\]

2.4 Salt-affected soil classification

Salt affected soil classification was determined based on the chemical analysis of both surface and subsurface horizons using two classification systems. Based on Richards (65), the key parameters include pH, electrical conductivity of saturated paste extract (ECe), exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), and sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), as described by Richards (65). The classification criteria for saline soil were ECe > 4.0 dS m−1 at 25°C; pH< 8.2; ESP<15 and/or SAR<13. For saline-sodic the condition is ECe > 4.0 dS m−1 at 25°C; pH< 8.2; ESP >15 and/or SAR >13. Furthermore, for sodic soil ECe > 4.0 dS m−1 at 25°C; pH< 8.2; ESP >15 and/or SAR >13. Based on Choudhary (66), the key ions used for classification including sodium ions (Na+), chloride ions (Cl−) and sulphate ions (SO42−) as shown in Table 1.

2.5 Statistical analysis

Correlation between and among selected soil physicochemical properties was analyzed using R statistical software package (metan and gplots). Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to quantify the strength and direction of linear relationships between variables. Preliminary data checks were carried out to ensure that the key assumptions of the method used were met. The linearity of the data was assessed using scatterplots, which allowed visual inspection of the relationship between the variables. At the same time, the normality of the data distributions was examined using Q-Q diagrams. In addition, the data set was examined for the presence
of outliers using boxplots. Descriptive statistics were also used to generate tables showing the variations of the parameters studied in Microsoft Excel (67). These results were used to evaluate and compare the severity of the salt effects across studied irrigation schemes.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Physical soil properties

3.1.1 Soil depth

The soil depth varied from 150 cm to 180 cm in almost all profiles of all pedons examined. This indicated that the soil was deep (68). According to De Pauw (52), young alluvial deposits can have an influence on this remarkable soil depth due to flooding. The deep soil profile provides benefits for supporting the plant root systems (69). It allows roots to explore and expand a larger area to access water and nutrients (69). Consequently, these conditions can contribute to improving agricultural productivity and drought resilience in irrigation systems. In addition, the deeper soil regulates the temperature of the soil by acting as a storage and sink for thermal energy, thereby promoting the plant’s steady growth (70).

3.1.2 Texture

Soil texture variation across the irrigation schemes presented in Figure 2. In all three irrigation schemes, the soils had a higher clay content, which can have a positive impact on soil fertility as it retains moisture and nutrients. However, irrigation scheme 2 had the highest sand content compared to other irrigation schemes. Soil texture is a very stable property that influences the physical properties of the soil (71). It influences water movement through the soil profiles, nutrient availability for plants, and the overall soil health and productivity of ecosystems (71). Soil texture is correlated to soil fertility and quality in the long term (72).

Soil texture plays an important role in soil salinity leaching (73). The contrasting properties of sandy and clayey soils significantly impact their ability to manage and mitigate salinity-related problems. According to Khondoker, et al. (24, 74) and Gelaye et al. (24, 74), sandy soils have a significantly higher infiltration and leaching rate compared to clayey soils. This distinction implies that sandy soils have the ability to remove salts quickly and effectively, facilitating the leaching process. The increased permeability of sandy soils allows water to penetrate more quickly, removing salts from the root zone and preventing their accumulation. In contrast, clayey soils, which are characterized by finer particles and a denser structure, have lower infiltration and leaching rates. This intrinsic property leads to a longer retention of salts in the soil matrix (24, 74).

Variations in soil textures within irrigation schemes have distinct implications for effective salinity management. The presence of high clay content, especially in irrigation schemes 1 and 3, influences salt accumulation at the surface, thereby limiting salt leaching (24, 46). Conversely, the prevalence of higher sand content in irrigation scheme 2 improves the possibility of salt leaching (24).
3.2 Chemical soil properties

3.2.1 Soil reaction

The pH values of the surface horizons within the soil profiles were found to vary across the surveyed irrigation schemes. In Irrigation Scheme 1, the observed pH levels ranged from 7.2 to 10.1 for pedons, while for the subsurface horizons, the range was between 7.38 and 6.7. Similarly, in Irrigation Scheme 2, the surface horizon exhibited pH values ranging from 6.67 to 8.08, while the subsurface ranged from 6.2 to 8.4. In contrast, in Irrigation Scheme 3, the surface horizon’s pH levels spanned from 6.3 to 8.7, with the subsurface values ranging from 6.6 to 9.0. It was observed that the pH variations along the surveyed profiles were not consistent, with some soil profiles indicating a decrease in pH with increasing depth, while others demonstrated an increase in pH with depth. The results in (Figure 3A) align with the outcomes of the study conducted by (32) in Ndungu irrigation scheme. Overall, the results of the soil pH analysis underscore the prevalence of varying alkaline conditions across the surveyed irrigation schemes, with the majority of soils in Irrigation Scheme 1 exhibiting alkaline characteristics ranging from mildly neutral to strongly alkaline (pH values of 7.2 to 10.1) (75).

Variations in soil reactions in the study areas were highly related to variations in sodium levels and exchangeable salts. Soil can be acidic because of the weathering of silica-rich rocks, biological processes that produce acids, and the decomposition of organic matter (76), while alkaline soils, which are indicated by high pH, often develop through the weathering of rocks that contain significant amounts of exchangeable bases (Ca, Mg, K, and Na) (77).

Soil pH plays a crucial role in plant nutrient availability and, therefore, has a profound impact on plant growth and development. In acidic soils (pH < 6.5), the availability of nutrients such as iron (Fe) tends to increase, which benefits plants (78, 79), but manganese (Mn) also becomes more easily accessible, whose high availability leads to soil toxicity (80). While aluminum (Al) is toxic in excess, it becomes more soluble under acidic conditions. Al ions (Al\(^{3+}\)) are considered a limiting factor for plant growth through their effect on the deficiency of phosphorus (P), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg),

![Variation in chemical properties with soil depth across the surveyed irrigation schemes.](link)
and toxic manganese (81). In alkaline soil (pH >7), the availability of phosphorus (P) decreases due to precipitation, while the availability of molybdenum (Mo) increases in moderately alkaline soil (79). Zinc (Zn) becomes less soluble, which has a negative impact on plant health (79).

3.2.2 Soil organic carbon, total nitrogen and C/N ratio

Soil organic carbon (SOC) content within the surface horizons showed values ranging from 0.8% to 2.7%, indicating variation from very low to high levels (Figure 3B) (79), but was dominated by low levels. In contrast, the SOC content within the subsurface horizons varied between 0.1% and 3.0%. In general, the dominant value was 0.9%. The SOC content of all irrigation systems decreased with soil depth, except for profile pit 2 (P2) under irrigation scheme 2, where certain subsurface horizons had a high SOC content. This irregularity may be attributed to buried soil-horizon or the pedoturbation process in heavy clay soils. Surface soil layers had a higher SOC content than subsurface layers, mainly due to the continuous input of organic matter from plant and animal residues. According to the rating by (82, 83), the SOC content in the surface horizons is in the low to medium range. Likewise, total nitrogen (TN) showed a similar decreasing pattern with soil depth, with values ranging from 0.1% to 0.3% in surface horizons and 0.01% to 0.2% in subsurface horizons (Figure 3C). According to Farzadfar et al. (84), nitrogen is bound to the organic matter in the soil; the total amount of nitrogen decreases with depth as the amount of organic matter decreases. Furthermore, a linear correlation analysis (Figure 4) revealed a significant and positive correlation (p = 0.001**) between TN and OC.

In addition, the Carbon to Nitrogen C/N ratios (Figure 3E) across irrigation schemes, generally decrease with increasing soil depth within each irrigation scheme. This reflecting variations in organic matter content and decomposition processes with soil depth. In some profile, there are notable differences in C/N ratios among irrigation schemes, indicating potential impacts of irrigation practices on soil fertility and nutrient cycling. For instance, irrigation scheme IR2 exhibits higher C/N ratios compared to IR1 and IR3 at different soil depths, suggesting possible differences in organic matter management, nitrogen inputs or soil forming process. According to Abrar et al. (85), C and N contents and their stoichiometry decreased with increasing soil depth. These negative correlations influence the C stabilization in the surface layers. Furthermore, Abrar et al. (86) reported that soil C and N ratios can be influenced by the availability of N and P in the soil, as well as management practices and microbial stoichiometry, which influence C and N mineralization.

3.2.3 Available phosphorus

In all irrigation schemes studied, soils with low available P (Figure 3D) dominated both topsoil and subsoil, except for a few observed profiles. The low available P content in the soil may be due to the low rate of fertilizer application and phosphorus fixation reactions. According to Omar et al. (33), the high cost of fertilizers causes farmers to use less recommended fertilizers in rice irrigation schemes. Additionally, the phosphorus fixation reaction is pH dependent (87) and occurs under three conditions. In acidic soils with extremely acid (pH <4.5), P can precipitate with iron, while strongly acid to moderate acid soils at (pH 4.5 to 5.0 and 5.6 to 6.0) can precipitate with aluminum (88, 89). In alkaline soils with moderate alkaline (pH 7.9 to 8.4), P can precipitate with calcium to form poorly soluble calcium phosphates (88, 89). This means that a large portion of the applied P can be chemically bound, whereas only a small portion of the soil P remains in the soil solution and is available for plant uptake (87, 90).

According to Thomas and Pierzynski (91), the natural release of phosphorus (Av.P) in the soil is characterized by a slow process, which is mainly due to the high reactivity of phosphorus in the soil solution and the low solubility of primary phosphorus minerals. As a result, external sources of phosphorus become essential to replenish the available phosphorus content in the soil and meet the nutrient requirements of agricultural crops (91).

3.2.4 Exchangeable bases (Ca, Mg, K and Na)

The results showed irregular fluctuations in the levels of exchangeable basic cations in the soil profiles (Figure 5). The exchangeable calcium (Ca2+) showed considerable variations, ranging from 0.3 to 3.3 cmol(+)/kg⁻¹ (Figure 5A). This wide range suggests that there are very low to low calcium levels in the soil in the studied irrigation schemes (75), a condition that raises concerns that it is insufficient to maintain normal plant growth. Calcium plays a crucial role in various physiological processes essential for plants, including cell wall structure and stability, enzyme activation, and...
nutrient uptake (92, 93). Exchangeable magnesium (Mg) showed a wide variation from 0.2 to 5.0 mol(+)/kg as shown in Figure 5B, indicating very low to high values (75, 94). Therefore, the soils of some pedons have sufficient amounts of exchangeable Mg for crop production. For example, in the irrigation system (IR1), the soils in Profile 4 had high magnesium levels both on the surface and in the subsurface horizons. Likewise, the exchangeable potassium (K) values, as shown in Figure 5C, ranged from 0.01 to 6.9 cmol(+)/kg, ranging from very low to very high (75).

The observed differences between surface and subsurface horizons were evident both within and between the different irrigation schemes studied. According to Meliyo et al. (32), intensive rice farming without the use of suggested fertilizers may exacerbate the low base concentrations in some of the soils, which are generally thought to be related to innate limitations in soil fertility.

Exchangeable sodium (Na) showed significant differences between irrigation schemes, ranging from 0.1 to 32 cmol(+)/kg (Figure 5D). The variation suggests the presence of excessive sodium (sodicity/salinity) in certain soil horizons, which could potentially have negative effects on rice growth. Although ESP is a widely used measure of the effects of high sodium levels (75). In general, soils with an ESP below 15% are considered to be at low risk of sodicity. If the ESP is between 15% and 40%, it indicates a moderate risk of sodicity, while values above 40% indicate a high risk (46). The results of the study (Supplementary Table S2) showed that some ESP values have a high risk, exceeding 40%. This means that the concentration of sodium in the soil is highly relative to other cations in the soil. To optimize rice growth and yield under the high risk of sodium effective soil management practices must be implemented. Gypsum is a common and wide amendment for sodic and saline-sodic soil (95, 96). Gypsum (calcium sulfate) has the unique ability to replace sodium ions (Na+) with calcium ions (Ca2+) in the soil solution. This process helps reduce the excess sodium at the exchange site in the soil. Gypsum improves soil structure by promoting flocculation, which causes soil particles (clay and silt) to form large and more stable aggregate (95, 97, 98). Soils with high exchangeable sodium suffer from poor drainage and compaction, so gypsum breaks down sodium dispersion and improves soil permeability (95, 97). On the other hand, gypsum provides calcium, improves nutrient availability (99), and prevents magnesium-related soil tension (97).

Bases in the non-exchangeable forms may be of limited use as sources of nutrients for plants, but their gradual release helps to replenish the supply of exchangeable bases in the soil (100). The rate of release of these bases from the non-exchangeable forms is expected to increase with the intensity of weathering, especially when the soil materials have uniform properties (100).

3.2.5 Exchangeable anions (CO32-, HCO3-, Cl-, and SO42-) in the studied irrigation schemes

The results indicated that there were variations of carbonate (CO32-), bicarbonate (HCO3-), chloride (Cl-), and sulphate (SO42-) between studied soil profiles, and these variations directly correlate with the presence of sodium Na+ and other essential cations. The anions showed irregular variations with soil depth, as shown in Figure 6. The high concentrations of carbonate (CO32-), bicarbonate (HCO3-), chloride (Cl-), and sulphate (SO42-) were an indication of the existence of salt-affected soils (9). In particular, the abundance of carbonate and bicarbonate anions contributes to increased soil alkalinity and affects the availability and uptake of certain nutrients, as reported by (30). Iron (Fe) became less soluble, leading to iron deficiency in plants, manganese (Mn) become less available; Phosphorus (P) precipitated as insoluble compounds, reducing its uptake and hindering zinc (Zn) absorption (101). Likewise, the concentration of chloride anions serves as an indicator of presence
of soluble salts and, due to their presence, reduces water availability to plants, and it competes with other anions (i.e. nitrate, sulfate, and phosphate) for uptake by plant roots (49, 102). Furthermore, these anions provide valuable insight into specific types of salts in the soil. The dominant salts in the irrigation scheme under study are chloride and bicarbonate of sodium and magnesium, as indicated by the high concentration of cations of Na⁺ and Mg⁺ and anions of Cl⁻ and HCO₃⁻ in a soil solution.

3.2.6 Cation exchange capacity

Cation exchange capacity (CEC) measures the soil’s ability to retain and exchange positively charged ions. Cation exchange capacity is an important parameter in determining soil health, indicating the amount of negatively charged sites on the soil surface capable of retaining positively charged ions (41, 97). The results of the study showed a decreasing trend of the CEC with increasing soil depth and sodium concentration in all irrigation systems. CEC values ranged from 2.1 to 25.5 cmol(+)/kg⁻¹ soil across all irrigation schemes (Figure 7). This indicated very low to medium values (75). Soils with higher cation exchange capacity CEC values have a greater ability to retain essential cations such as Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ and K⁺ in the soil solution (97). Salt-affected soils generally have lower CEC values compared to non-saline soils due to the presence of salts that displace cations from exchange sites, resulting in reduced CEC (46). However, it is worth noting that CEC in salt-affected soils can be improved through specific soil management practices such as adding gypsum and organic matter to the soil.

Gypsum helps displace salts, while organic material increases the availability of exchange sites for cations (95, 97, 98). Organic matter is negatively charged, and when added to salt-affected soil, it increases soil CEC, improves soil structure, increases nutrient availability, and increases overall soil fertility (98, 103).

3.2.7 Electrical conductivity of saturated paste extract

Soil ECe is a crucial indicator of soil salinity and is directly related to the presence and concentration of salts in the soil matrix (104, 105). The results of the ECe values in the studied irrigation scheme, as presented in (Figure 7), ranged from the lowest 0.34 dS m⁻¹ to the highest 28.97 dS m⁻¹. In the context of rice cultivation, an ECe above 4 dS m⁻¹ is considered moderate salinity, while an ECe above 8 dS m⁻¹ is considered high (106, 107). At high ECe (> 8 dS m⁻¹) rice plants face the challenge of reducing water uptake due to osmotic stress, ion toxicity affecting nutrient balance, and altering root development and nutrient uptake (106, 107). Based on the results of the study, it was pointed out that the soils in some areas of irrigation systems may have salinity problems, which may lead to a decline in rice yield.

According to Richard (65), an ECe value below 2 dS m⁻¹ indicates a soil with low salt content due to the reduced presence of soluble salts. However, this observation alone does not necessarily imply the absence of sodicity. In certain cases, the accumulation of Na⁺ ions at exchange sites can induce sodicity even when ECe is low, leading to increased sodium concentrations. It is essential to emphasize that the classification of salt-affected soils is based on several salt indicators, including pH, ECe, exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), and sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) (65). The results in Figure 4 demonstrate a strong correlation between ECe, sodium, and soluble anions.

4 Characteristics of salts in the studied irrigation schemes

The field soil description indicates that inherent natural pedogenetic processes involving mineral weathering, leaching, and ion exchange were the primary cause of salinity problems in the
studied irrigation schemes. However, these challenges are compounded by poor management practices, particularly inadequate removal of irrigation water. Among a critical factor intensifying salinity problem in the studied area is the lack of efficient drainage infrastructure. This forces farmers to irrigate salt water from their neighboring farms that are affected salts (32, 33). This practice results in an involuntary spread of soil salinity to areas that were previously unaffected or less affected.

Out of the 56 soil horizons analyzed, 25 percent were of the two upper horizons found to have an ECe value ranging from 4.6 dS m\(^{-1}\) to 29.0 dS m\(^{-1}\) (Supplementary Table S2). This finding highlights the prevalence of soil salinity in the studied area, which has important implications for land use and agricultural productivity. Most crops are sensitive to salt concentration, but the magnitude of the effects varies depending on concentration, growth stages, and crop species (107, 108). Plants are more sensitive to salts in the early growth stages (germination and seedling stages) (109). Rice (Oryza sativa) can tolerate an ECe value of less than 4 dS m\(^{-1}\); beyond this threshold, critical yield losses can occur. The results presented in (Supplementary Table S2) indicate that in some soil horizons, the ECe values were above the rice threshold, which ultimately resulted in yield losses or complete crop failure in some parts of the studied irrigation schemes. Sustained rice yield losses due to salinization resulted to farmers abandoning part of their land, leading to a reduction of productive areas, thereby affecting food security. Low yields have been reported in some rice farming irrigated systems in Tanzania (32, 110), and due to large losses, some of the farms have even been abandoned (32). The yield loss ranges from 5 to 100% and has been reported by (31).

The dominant ions were Na\(^+\), Mg\(^+\), HCO\(_3\)-, and Cl\(^-\). Based on the soil salt classification (Figure 8) (65, 66), saline-sodic and sodic soils were identified. Irrigation scheme 1 had saline and sodic soils, while only saline-sodic soils were observed in irrigation scheme 2. Furthermore, only sodic soils were identified in irrigation scheme 3. The presence of salt-affected soils in the studied irrigation scheme was also supported by a study conducted by (31, 33) on farmers’ perceptions of salt-affected soils in irrigation systems, where 25% of farms were reported to be affected by salt-affected soils. Based on the identified types of salt-affected soils, salt remediation measures need to be implemented to ensure sustainable rice production, high yields, and food security.

![FIGURE 7](image_url)

Variation of electrical conductivity of saturated paste extract (ECe) with soil depth.

![FIGURE 8](image_url)

Classification of salt-affected soils of the surface horizons of surveyed profile pits. (A) is based on Richards (65), and (B) is based on Choudhary (66). Note ECe=electrical conductivity at saturated paste extract; ESP=exchangeable sodium percentage; SAR=sodium adsorption ratio, pH, Cl=chloride; Na=sodium; SO4=sulfate; IR=irrigation scheme, and P=profile.
5 Conclusion and recommendation

Soil characterizations were conducted to understand the types, distribution, and nature of salt-affected soils in three irrigation schemes. Eleven soil profile pits were described, undisturbed and disturbed samples were taken and analyzed for physical and chemical properties. Soils in all areas were deep and influenced by young alluvial deposits and floods, which offer a substantial benefit to plant root systems and then enhance agricultural productivity. The distinct variations in soil texture, with a higher clay content in irrigation schemes I and III and a high sand content in scheme 2, implies its variations in influencing water movement, nutrient availability, and overall soil health. The prevalence of low levels of available phosphorus, organic carbon, and total nitrogen in soil, as well as fluctuations in exchangeable bases, highlight the need for targeted soil management practices to optimize nutrient availability for crops. In the soil profile layers, which contained salts, sodium was the dominated cation, followed by magnesium, potassium, and calcium. The anions were dominated by bicarbonate, chloride, and sulfate. Some ECe > 4 dS m−1 were observed in some of the soil horizons, which has a detrimental effect because rice can only tolerate an ECe value of less than 4 dS m−1. Beyond this threshold, critical yield losses or complete crop failure can occur. Two types of salt-affected soils, sodic and saline-sodic, were identified in some of the described profile pits. The root cause of these challenges lies in inherent soil processes, aggravated by inadequate drainage infrastructure that forces farmers to use salt water from neighboring farms. This agricultural practice led to an increase in the accumulation of salt farms that have been affected, as well as non-affected farms.

In light of these findings, to ensure sustainable rice production in the studied irrigation schemes, it is recommended to: First, implement efficient drainage systems to limit saltwater spreading and salt accumulation on unaffected rice farms. Second, application of gypsum to the affected farms, where calcium will replace sodium in the exchange site, combined with quality water help to leach the soluble salts in the root zones. Third, the use of manure could help to improve water infiltration and enhance salt leaching to minimize the effect of salts in the root zone. Fourth, promote the use of salt-tolerant rice varieties that can withstand salinity levels above established limits to maintain rice yields. In addition, continuous monitoring and periodic assessments of soil health should be integrated into the farm management plan to enable timely interventions and informed decision making.
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